How to install the release

This release can be installed only over a previous 8.3.x release. You cannot upgrade directly from 8.2.x
It is still possible to install it from scratch (no previous RCS installation on the system).

8.4.0 specific instruction for upgrading form 8.3.x:

• Run the installer rcs-setup-*.exe on the backend server and answer 'yes' when asked to upgrade.
  If you have multiple shards, install the update on all the shards first and then on the master node.
• Run the installer rcs-setup-*.exe on the frontend server and answer 'yes' when asked to upgrade

What’s new in Remote Control System 8.4

Agent (Windows)
• Support for outlook live mail: messages and addressbook
• Fix for chrome password retrieval
• Fix for Facebook chat

Agent (iOS)
• Support for Skype and Viber chats
• USB installation tool for windows, osx and linux

Agent (Android)
• Enhanced invisibility
• Chat and Addressbook modules now support: WhatsApp, Viber, Line, WeChat, GTalk, Skype, Facebook

Agent (Linux)
• New supported distros: Ubuntu (13.04), Linux Mint, Debian
• Support for x86_64 architecture
• Support for melted application
• Automatic upgrade
• New modules: addressbook, chat, keylog, application, position, password, mouse, camera
• Command execution, filesystem browsing, upload and download

Network Injector
• Support for rules to inject browser exploit (IE Exploit)
• Java applet has been discontinued
• TNI link quality check
• TNI GUI enhancements
• Better Wifi support for high speed networks
**Console**
- Most visited URLs aggregates in the entity profile

**Database**
- MongoDB updated to 2.4.4
- Windows 2008 R2 SP1 is now the minimum requirement to install RCS